
Phones away and things 
out of ears please -
Masks covering face 

holes
Thank you!!

Thursday
9/23/21

Welcome 
to 

Biology



Daily Agenda

1.Unit 3: 

Biomolecules

Lipids

2. Biomolecules 

with the Amoeba 

Sisters 



Friday’s Practice Mini Test Covers Notes 1 and 2

❖Formula for Success
➢ Better prepared = Better performance on assessments

▪ Everyday in class are you focused on understanding and learning the material?
▪ Did you meaningfully study for the material prior to assessment?

➢Experience with testing and preparation = reduced test anxiety

❖You need to…
➢ Complete assignment from yesterday (due Friday) for Notes 1

▪ Mental engagement strategy
➢ What about Notes 2?



What do estrogen and 
testosterone do? What 

are estrogen and  
testosterone??



Lipids
More than just fats
9/23/21



Functions
Lots of energy is stored in the chemical bonds of fats and oils

Mammals store fat/energy in special cells 
Many plants store energy in oils (vegetable oils)

Blubber is fat that 
stores energy and 
keeps in warmth



Functions
Cover surfaces for many reasons

Waxes - keep water in with plants and water off 
with aquatic birds and mammals 

Oils – cover the skin of mammals to capture 
bacteria and lubricate skin tissue



Functions 
Cell membrane molecules

Major component of 
outer layer                
of cell

Phospholipids

Cholesterol



Functions 
Testosterone (more in males) and estrogen (more in females)

Hormones - signals between cells
Signal development of reproductive organs and secondary sexual

characteristics (the characteristics that are physically male and female)



Structure Made of C, H and O
Not as big as other biomolecules (do not form polymers)
Many have three long chains (fatty acid chains) held together with a short part 

(glycerol) 

Glycerol

Three Fatty Acid 
Chains

A Typical Fat 
Molecule



Structure
In some cases one chain is replaced 

(phospholipids in cell membrane)

In hormones and cholesterol chains 
form rings



Structure and Function

1. Carbon - Hydrogen bonds hold a lot of energy

2. Carbon – Hydrogen bonds don’t dissolve in water
Fats, waxes, cell membranes 





Because of Vandalism and 
Other Inappropriate 

Behavior We’ll Have to Stay 
in Our Seats During Advisory 

Period


